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The topic of the fifth workshop was the challenges in the energy efficiency renovations [deep renovations] that the 
municipalities in Finland confront. During the day was presented different kind of acquisition models, aggregate acquisition, 
best process models for renovations, lessons learned, and new financing instruments to environmental friendly and energy 
efficiency projects.

In the presentations and in the exercises was pondered what kind of acquisition    instructions there are available for 
municipalities and also how joint purchasing can help municipalities to reach more easy and inexpensively acquisitions, 
what kind of processes support best the energy efficiency renovation projects and how environmental friendly and energy 
efficiency project can be financed. Inspired by the presentations the participants were looking together solutions to the 
recognised challenges. 

In the workshop part (exercise 2) the participants orientated themselves to the problems of energy efficient renovations 
projects from the point of view of ordering, competitive bidding and processes. The statements of the exercise were 
conducted from the participants´ answers to the pre-questionnaire delivered by the registration. The detailed results of this 
exercise are described in its own chapter.

As a summary, the answerer pointed out that most of problems related to the competitive bidding and processes are 
possible to solve. As solutions were proposed to put more resources to the planning of the project and to target defining, 
benefitting life cycle approach, deeper collaborations among the stakeholders and using collaborative models like alliance-
models, improve communication and discussion and also taking into account the needs of the end users. 

In the workshop (exercise 3) were discussed about the problems when moving from the plans to the concrete realisations. 
After the answerers the original plans do not often come true as was intended for the reason that they often are bad quality 
and do not correspond with the organisations´ goals. 

After the participants experience the biggest problems were related to communication on the targets and to the 
concretisation of them to the planners, to taking account the end-users as well as blurriness of the liabilities among partners 
and to the underdeveloped reward systems.

During the exercises were also discussed the “or similar “ –problem, where executor can replace one technical solution by 
another. This problem rises when the substitutive solution is not corresponding to the technical or sustainability qualities 
of the original solutions. The lack of knowledge on comparison of different technical solutions was the main cause of this 
problem. Also the targets of the planning should communicate clearer in order to be able to better compare the different 
solutions. Instead of defining the specific technical solution one should define the technical performance levels. In the 
situation of chancing solutions the planner should approve the new technical solutions by the signature procedure. After the 
participants the quality problems like mistakes and neglects could be solved by augment the supervision. Also the skilled 
management and realistic timelines were emphasised. The supervision should be modernised, in order that the efforts put to 
the pre-investigations would be reasonable and the results could authenticate afterwards.  
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Main conclusions from the workshop and proposals regarding the update of the national renovation strategy

The investments to the energy efficiency should put in perspective thinking of the whole life cycle and its effects to the 
management costs should communicate clearly

• In order to increase the awareness we need large and open collaboration, intercourse, clarifying the liabilities, and to 
develop the reward systems.

• Support to the spreading of green leases and ESCO –models 

• The life cycle principle should included to the competitive biddings thus it would be easy and indisputable

• Often the aims of the construction project are not clear to the planning group. For example the future users are not 
involved in the early stage of designing phase

• The subscriber of a construction project should define the technical performance level of the solutions not the specific 
solutions

• The supervising of a construction project demands presence on the construction site and methods that can be 
authenticate afterwards

• There are good examples and practices on improving energy efficiency and on successful renovation projects but this 
information should communicate to everybody
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